Characterization of alpha beta+ CD4- CD8- CTL lines isolated from mixed lymphocyte cultures of adult mouse spleen cells.
Several CD4- CD8- and CD4- CD8+ T cell lines and clones have been isolated from the same mixed lymphocyte cultures. They express the alpha beta T cell receptor, are CD3+, V beta 8- and heat stable antigen-, and exhibit highly specific cytolytic activity mapping to H2Db. However, monoclonal antibody against H2Db failed to block lysis by CD4- CD8- cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL). One possible explanation is that the "double negative" cytotoxic T lymphocytes may recognize H2Db in the context of other class I molecules (Qa/Tla). CD4 and CD8 could be detected on some lines cloned in high concentrations of EL4 supernatant and the cell surface expression was influenced by growth conditions. The alpha beta+ CD4- CD8- CTL described in this report are clearly different from the so-called "autoimmune double negatives" which suggests a function for them in normal immune responses.